**Yaw Brake Lifting & Installation Tool LBS 120**

**Lifting Brake Safely**

CALCULATION FUNDAMENTS

- Weight of complete tool assembled: 42kg
- Weight of largest part (side plate and gantry): 23kg
- Overall dimensions: (L)675x(W)720x(H)460mm
- Max safe working load: 220kg
- Max width of yaw brake that can be installed with LBS120: 502mm
- Working lifting height (floor to underside of yaw brake disc): 2000mm
- Brake disc thickness: 40mm
- Patent pending

SPECIAL FEATURES

- Improved Safety
- Increased Speed
- Cuts Time By Up to 50%
- Reduced Down Time
- Reduced Running Costs
- Reduced Technician Fatigue
- Easy Transportation
- Easy To Assemble